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Abstract
Once deemed heretical, the idea of “inheritance of acquired characteristics” is now
supported by increasing evidence from multiple species, including mammals. Sperm RNA is
increasingly recognized as an additional paternal hereditary information beyond DNA.
Environmental inputs, including an unhealthy diet, mental stresses and toxin exposure, can reshape
the sperm RNA signature and induce offspring phenotypes relating to paternal environmental
stressors. The expanding categories of sperm RNAs (e.g., tsRNAs, miRNAs, rsRNAs and
lncRNAs) and associated RNA modifications have begun to reveal the functional diversity and
information capacity of these molecules. However, the coding mechanism endowed by sperm
RNA and RNA modification-induced structure effects remains unknown, and how sperm RNAencoded information is decoded in early embryos to control offspring phenotypes remains unclear.
I discuss these issues in light of emerging data.
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